
Warning and Care Instructions

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
To retain the best quality finish, clean product with a soft cloth and a mild soap solution.Ÿ
Do not use abrasive or chemical cleaners as they may damage the protective coating on the surface Ÿ
of the storage baskets.

Version: 1.0

SAFETY

Ÿ Do not strike the product with hard or sharp objects.

Ÿ Always take care when using an electric drill, particularly in the bathroom. Always check for hidden 
cables and pipe work before drilling and take extreme care if there is any water in the working area.

Ÿ It is advisable to use a residual current circuit breaker (RCCB).

Ÿ Always wear suitable eye protection when drilling.

Ÿ If the product is to be fitted on a ceramic tiled wall, a ceramic drill bit should be used. Always ensure 
that the drill hole passes through the central tiled area rather than through the grouted area. To 
prevent unnecessary damage to the tile, mask the area around the hole with tape before drilling.

1. Select position of the product on the wall and mark through the fixing holes, ensuring that where 
applicable the product is level. Avoid fixing into grouted areas. (Fig. 1)

2. Remove the product. Using a 8mm masonry drill, drill the holes in the marked positions to a depth of 
30mm. If drilling through tiles, please pre-drill using a ceramic drill bit. (Fig. 2)

3. Using the fixings supplied, insert the wall plugs into the drilled hole, a gentle tap with a hammer may 
used. If fitting to a tiled surface, the wall plugs should be inserted below the surface of the tile to avoid 
cracking. (Fig. 3)

4. Insert the screw(s) through the holes on the product and screw into the wall plug(s). Do not over tighten 
as cracking of the tiles could occur.

Tools Required

Power Drill
8mm

Masonry Drill
Phillips

Screwdriver Hammer GogglesPencil
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